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Camarena autopsy report
enrique “Kiki” s. camarena was a united states, goddess (drug enforcement administration) special agent kidnapped, tortured and killed in Mexico in 1985. the effects of this terrible tragedy have struck the goddess, the United States and the Mexico. After the disappearance of kiki, while working in Mexico,
the United States embarked on the hunt for the most important man he had ever attempted until this time. the United States, especially the goddess, began to hunt the person or persons who had participated in the abduction, torture and murder of the special Camarena agent. kiki was a special agent
decorated and appreciated, but his story begins before he was ever employed by the goddess. In 1968, kiki joined the United States Marine Corps. After serving in the Marine Corps for about two years, he joined the police department of calexico as a criminal investigator in 1970. in 1973, kiki began
working as a narcotics investigator at the police department of el centro (DEA.Gov). kiki would have stayed with the police department of el centro until 1974. In June 1974, kiki joined the drug enforcement administration (dea). Initially, kiki would be assigned to a calexico family territory, California as a
special agent with the goddess. kiki had a lot of resources with local people and the local police department at calexico, because of his previous service in the city. in 1977 he was assigned to the brake office in the north of California. kiki had an unparalleled work ethic and a crushing never stopThis
allowed him to make some great connections with local people and state officials while working in the district office. His strong work ethic, his attitude never stop, along with being fluent in Spanish, made him a main candidate to be assigned to Mexico in 1981, where he would work out of the Guadalajara
Resident Office (DEA.Gov). Kiki and his family moved to Guadalajara, Mexico in 1981. For four and a half years, Kiki remained on the trail of the most significant marijuana and cocaine traffickers in Mexico. “In early 1985, he was extremely close to unlocking a multi-millionaire drug. However, before
exposing drug trafficking to the public, he was kidnapped on 7 February 1985" (DEA.Gov). According to redribboncoalition.com, “its efforts led to a tip that led to the discovery of a multimillion dollar narcotics production operation in Chihuahua, Mexico. Successful eradication of this and other drug
production operations has irritated the leaders of several drug cartels who have sought revenge.” Camarena was kidnapped on 7 February 1985 by five armed men, driving a Volkswagen car in the middle of the day while he was about to have lunch with his wife. The Mexican driver of Camarena, Alfredo
Zavala-Avelars, was also kidnapped in a separate but relative incident, according to redribbonweek.com (Flores) “At almost the same time, Alfredo Zavala Avelars, a professional pilot for the Mexican Ministry of Agriculture,seized by cartel agents while driving to the city from the international airport of
guadalajara, where he had just landed. zavala was an intimate friend of the Camarena and a mole goddess, regularly providing information on the inventions and recesses of the regional drug lords who traveled in and out of the city on board private planes, who monitored and reported. Zavala was forced
into the house, for the question. (the house of death on lope de vega) kiki was kidnapped right in front of the office of the Mexican consulate in guadalajara. five armed men grabbed him and threw him in the car. It is said that they brought it into a ranch that is known for the drug activity and kept it there for
about three days. It was then discovered that kiki was surrounded by Mexican intelligence agents of the dfs (a Mexican intelligence agency that no longer exists) while being kidnapped and tortured. kiki was held at 881 lope de vega a guadalajara; this house was owned by rafael dear quintero. kiki was
held against his will in this place for about three days. During this time, kiki was subjected to numerous torture techniques for over 30 hours. quintero and others have brutally assaulted kiki again and again. They crushed his skull, jaw, nose and cheekbones, beating it with a combination of fists and a tire
iron. they broke the ribs with numerous assaults at its central part. they were so brutal in their attack that they even drilled a hole in his head, and ifIt wasn't enough, they tortured him with a cattle prod. the torture that kiki camarena suffered was so intense that he passed out of pain and almost died
sometimes during these torture sessions. quintero was such a psychopath about the tortures he ordered a cartel doctor to keep kiki alive. “At that point, he gave lidocaine in his heart to keep him awake and awake during torture,” (jeunesse). due to his numerous wounds from torture, eventually kiki could
not be kept alive, and died on 9 February 1985. kiki was kidnapped and killed because he was smart enough to realize that to capture cartel leaders, the goddess would need to chase money and not drugs. “We were taking a huge amount of drugs. However, we were not disturbing the signs. So he
thought that we should create a task force and focus on their mountains.” (jeunesse) no one in Mexico anticipated the reaction that the United States would have due to this horrible act. The Mexican government seemed like they weren't doing what was supposed to be down to capture people responsible
for kiki's death. the United States have maintained pressure on the Mexican government to bring the parties responsible for justice. However, the Mexican government would constantly ignore the demands of the United States. frustration with the Mexican government was growing stronger a day. in an
interview with frontline in 2000, jack lawn, theThe DEA administrator at the time of Kiki's death, said: "The Mexican government knew what happened, and it became clearer that the government of Mexico was actually covering the assassination, the killing of Kiki Camarena. When we talked [to them to
find the body], they said: “Well, we have Mexican officers killed all the time. You can never recover the body.” In addition, our response was: “Look at how we feel about MIAs.” At that time, we had about 3000 MIAs missing from Vietnam. It continues to be an important problem.” (Drug Wars) In February
1985, the Customs Service Commissioner, William Von Raab, who was responding to an appeal by Francis M. Mullen Jr., the head of the administration of drug enforcement, ordered all U.S. customs agents to every one of the 15 official intersections in and outside of Mexico, to carry out an extra task of
carefully controlling each vehicle, seeking the body of Kiki. This operation was called Operation Camarena. “No one seriously believed that Camarena, a 11-year-old DEA veteran, would come looking. Instead, the border operation was the way of Reagan's administration to try to force the Mexican
government of President Miguel de la Madrid Hurtado to hunt the missing officer." “All along the border between the United States and Mexico of 2,000 miles, all on wheels has been stopped and carefully inspected and sought. To the point known as the “world’s busiest border crossing”,Tijuana and San
Ysidro, Calif. the usual delays of 20 minutes on the square approaching north of 22 lanes dragged for the time of seven hours.” (“DD”) Many people criticized William Von Raab for his decision to “close the border”. However, within a week of closing the border, Kiki's body was recovered due to a
“anonymous” letter that was sent to the police in Mexico with information about the location of Kiki's body. In March 1985, the bodies of Enrique “Kiki” S. Camarena and Alfredo Zavala Avelars were found in the state of Michoacán which is located southwest of Jalisco. The bodies were first buried in a
wooded site in a subway area, and then dug and planted on the site that had to be found. Both of their bodies were severely decomposed when they were found by a farmer who was working his fields. The U.S. authorities have put enormous pressure on the Mexican government to locate people behind
Kiki's death. Due to this pressure, the Mexican government would eventually arrest, prosecuted and condemned Rafael Caro Quintero and others from Guadalajara Cartel's operations. Quintero was sentenced to 40 years in a Mexican prison. However, after serving only 28 of those years, a federal court
in Guadalajara ordered the immediate release of the drug lord. The court order was faxed to its place of incarceration and Quintero came out of Jalisco State Prison 90 minutes after August 9, 2013. “According to prisondear quintero left with nothing but a small bundle of clothing, walking a kilometre on a
dark and rainy road on the nearest road, where unidentified people waited for him in a car.” (the death house of lope de vega) “Shortly after the death of kiforki, the congressman duncan hunternia and the friend of high school henry lozano launched the Camarena clubs in the native city of kiforki Hundreds
of members of the club, including the high school calexico teacher david dhillon wore red ribbons and engaged in conducting lives without drugs to honor the sacrifices made by kiki camarena and others on behalf of all Americans.”(DEA) “Red ribbon week eventually gained momentum throughout
California and later in all the united states. In 1985, the club members presented the “Camarena Club Proclamation” to the first lady nancy reagan, bringing it national attention. Later that summer, parents groups in California, illinois, and virginia began to promote the oura of red ribbons at national level
during the end of October. the campaign was formalized in 1988 by the national family partnership, with the President and Mrs Reagan acting as honorary president. Today, the eight-day celebration is an annual catalyst to show intolerance for drugs in our schools, workplaces and communities. every
year, on October 23-31, more than 80 million young people and adults show their commitment to a healthy and drug-free lifestyle by wearing or viewing the red ribbon.”(DEA) works cited: “DD.”10 August 2013. / 15 April 2015. < dea. gov. kiki and the history of the week of the red ribbon. 02 April 2015. / 14
April 2015. < . drugs. frontline. 10 October 2000. / 14 April 2015. < flores, roman. a look at the story of the agent dea enrique camarena during the week red ribbon 27 October 2011. / 13 April 2015. < . Jeunesse, william la. The American intelligence heritage in Mexico reported killing a goddess agent. 13
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